This book is about investigating the way people use language in speech and writing. It introduces the corpus-based approach to linguistics, based on analysis of large databases of real language examples stored on computer. Each chapter focuses on a different area of linguistics, including lexicography, grammar, discourse, register variation, language acquisition, and historical linguistics. The chapters follow the same progression of topics, beginning with the identification of important research questions, the steps followed for corpus-based analysis, and finally the interpretation of the findings. Example analyses are presented to provide concrete descriptions of the research methods and advantages of corpus-based techniques.

Ten methodology boxes provide clear and concise explanations of the issues involved in doing corpus-based research and reading corpus-based studies, and there is a useful appendix of resources for corpus-based investigation. This lucid and comprehensive introduction to the subject will be welcomed by a broad range of readers, from undergraduate students to professional researchers.
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In the past twenty-five years, linguistics – the systematic study
of language – has expanded dramatically. Its findings are now
of interest to psychologists, sociologists, philosophers, anthro-
pologists, teachers, speech therapists and numerous others who
have realized that language is of crucial importance in their life
and work. But when newcomers try to discover more about the
subject, a major problem faces them – the technical and often
narrow nature of much writing about linguistics.

Cambridge Approaches to Linguistics is an attempt to solve
this problem by presenting current findings in a lucid and non-
technical way. Its object is twofold. First, it hopes to outline the
“state of play” in key areas of the subject, concentrating on what
is happening now, rather than on surveying the past. Secondly,
it aims to provide links between branches of linguistics that are
traditionally separate.

The series will give readers an understanding of the multi-
faceted nature of language, and its central position in human
affairs, as well as equipping those who wish to find out more
about linguistics with a basis from which to read some of the
more technical literature in textbooks and journals.
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Preface

When we set out to write this book, we were faced with many possible goals and emphases. We could have, for instance, presented the history of research done within a corpus-based framework, surveying studies up to the current state-of-the-art. Or we could have concentrated on simple corpus-based studies that readers could conduct on their own. Or we could have focused purely on the methods and analytical techniques required for corpus analysis. Although we give attention to all of these areas, they are not the central focus of this book. Instead, we chose to write a book that reflects the reasons for our own enthusiasm for corpus-based research: this is a book about language as well as corpus linguistics, showing how empirical investigations of corpora can shed new light on previously intractable research questions in linguistics.

In the past several years, on-line corpora and analysis tools have become increasingly accessible, and corpus-based studies have become increasingly common. However, many aspects of corpus-based research remain mysterious for readers, since research articles can rarely afford the space to discuss methodological considerations or analytical procedures in complete detail. In addition, researchers are just now learning how to fully exploit the resources of representative text corpora, and as a result, they are also becoming aware of the many new research questions that can be investigated through corpus-based research. For these reasons, we saw the need for a textbook such as this one: presenting explicit discussions of the methodological issues and techniques used in corpus-based work, with a primary emphasis on
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the interesting investigations of language use possible through this approach.
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